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(Network) SOFTWARE NEEDED?
SOFTWARE NEEDED? WUSAGXE WorX Universal Video Drivers
YES! YES! WorX Media Link
Server YES! YES! WorxCatalyst
Video Drivers YES! YES!
WorxCatalyst Manager YES! YES!
File Server YES! YES! Security
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Server YES! YES! PSX Server YES!
YES! PS2 Server YES! YES! PC-X
Server YES! YES! Game Server
YES! YES! Storage Server YES!
YES! LANServer YES! YES!
Remote Desktop Server YES! YES!
PC-X Device Drivers YES! YES!
PC-X Flash Player YES! YES! PCX Connectors YES! YES! Alchemy
Network Monitor YES! YES!
Alchemy Network Inventory YES!
YES! Windows Server YES! YES!
Installer YES! YES! FILES :
WINDOWS NEUTRAL
SOFTWARE STORAGE PC
UNSAFE WUSA-GXE Driver
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3.0.4.0 Yes 5.0.3.0 Driver 3.0.4.0
Yes 5.0.3.0 Driver 3.0.4.0 Yes
5.0.3.0 Driver 3.0.4.0 Yes 5.0.3.0
Driver 3.0.4.0 Yes 5.0.3.0 Driver
3.0.4.0 Yes 5.0.3.0 Driver 3.0.4.0
Yes 5.0.3.0
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A comprehensive set of tools that
helps you to ensure the security of all
devices connected to your network
Use the comprehensive monitoring
and reporting system to keep track
of any changes in your network and
prevent damage to your business
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from potential threats Alchemy
Network Manager is an application
that allows you to monitor computer
networks and find out how many
PCs are connected to a router or
switch or any other networkconnected device. The application
uses 100% NTFS file systems by
default and they support the filters
that enable you to monitor only the
computers that have a specific name
or IP address. All monitored
machines are displayed with helpful
information that includes their name,
IP address, computer operating
system and last update. Each PC may
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include a number of devices such as
CD-ROMs, scanners and printers. If
you don’t want to see the list of
connected devices, you can select a
specific category and hide them.
You can also set the scope of the
monitored computers and network
volumes. All those devices that are
connected to the network may be
disconnected at any time, so you can
use this feature to easily rollback a
state that was created by mistake. To
minimize the number of network
connections, you can also have a
connected PC automatically
disconnect after a specific period of
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time, or when the computer is
powered off. Network Manager also
has a built-in VPN protocol, which
allows you to create a secure private
connection between two computers.
Alchemy Network Manager is a
simple yet powerful application that
allows you to create a private
network connection between two
computers or to connect any number
of computers through a router or
switch. The software doesn’t require
any third-party software or an
additional server to connect to a
remote computer. This makes it one
of the best ways to create a secure
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connection between two computers.
The application has a list of available
remote computers and you can select
a specific one, or use the filter
feature that allows you to monitor
only the computers that have a
specific name or IP address.
Network Manager also allows you to
create secure VPN connections
between any networked computers,
as it uses only native Windows-based
tools. This means that the program
supports PPTP, L2TP, and Cisco’s
VPN protocols. You can create a
secure connection between two
Windows-based computers either
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through a router or through a switch.
A comprehensive tool that allows
you to gather detailed information
about each device connected to the
network Network Manager is a
simple but powerful application that
6a5afdab4c
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This set of two handy tools from
Alchemy Network measures server
performance and detects errors. It
monitors each server individually,
and also provides an overview of all
your servers. It’s easy to use and you
can create a report by using
predefined templates or choose the
exact data you wish to extract.
Alchemy Network Monitor is a tool
that enables you to keep track of
server performance and instantly
notifies you if and when an error
occurs. It monitors and generates
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reports on server availability and
error frequency. With this tool you
can also create a visual
representation of your network in the
form of a logical map that displays
elements, connections and groups.
Moreover, Alchemy Network
Monitor enables you to maintain
multiple lists of monitors which you
can, of course, customize to fit your
needs. Network Management Suite
will be available for download on the
Web at a price that will be
announced closer to the release. The
Network Management Suite price is
$59.95 USD. WILTON – This week
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the Wilton Town Council is getting
ready for the Christmas Season with
the lighting of a Christmas tree. The
lighting of the tree is at 6 p.m.
Tuesday in the lobby of the Town
Hall. The tree is decorated with an
intricate maze of lights. In addition
to the Christmas tree, the Town Hall,
the Town Clerk’s office and the
Town’s offices and departments are
decorated with wreaths, and
poinsettia plantings. “We are going
to decorate the Town Hall,
Poinsettias are going to be in the
hallways, the Council Chambers, the
Lobby and the restroom,” said
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Councilman John D. Liddle. The
lighting of the Town Hall is from 5
to 6 p.m. Monday through Saturday
and from 10 to 6 p.m. on Sunday.
“The Town Hall is an invitation-only
event and the guests have to pay a
fee of $25 per person,” said Liddle.
“The fee includes a light supper that
is shared by the entire group. We
expect to have a good crowd.” A
Reviving Economy Revitalizes the
Town Two Economic Reports The
Western Connecticut State
University recently published its MidYear Economic Data Report.
According to this report, the number
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of new jobs in the region in the
second quarter of 2007 (April-June)
was similar to the second quarter of
2006, while wages rose slightly
during the
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Network Inventory: Use this tool for
quick inventories of devices such as
printers, workstations and servers,
and quickly view past and current
configurations. The inventory
provides detailed information on
each component, including
configuration, hardware, software,
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operating system, installed drivers,
registry keys and permissions,
software licensing, and other
relevant information. Network
Monitor: Use this tool to
automatically scan the network to
provide continuous monitoring of all
devices, including active network
devices, device hardware, storage
devices, and most installed software
and software components. Network
Manager and Antivirus: Manage and
enable antivirus software on
workstations and servers, and
safeguard all network devices and
data. The Manager includes four
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monitoring modes for servers and
workstations: daily, weekly, monthly,
and yearly. Network Security:
Design, deploy, and maintain
network security policies and
enforcement for all of your network
devices. The Security Monitor can
identify network security threats
such as inappropriate web access,
malware, and unauthorized network
protocols. Network Support: Provide
network support services for internal
and external customers via the
comprehensive online help desk
application. Network Backup:
Perform comprehensive backup
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processes of workstation, server, and
network data. Backup processes,
including client backup, server
backup, and network backup, can be
either continuous or triggered with
the program's schedules. Network
Monitoring: Monitor applications
and hardware on network devices,
including software versions, reboots,
errors, or problems. Network
Monitoring monitors network
devices such as servers,
workstations, and printers. This
application offers support for most
devices, including Windows, Linux,
and Mac. Network Security: Protect
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your network environment from
viruses, spyware, and other network
threats. Performing a full network
security audit is easy with Network
Audit Monitor, as all components of
the network are cataloged and
checked. Each component is rated on
a scale of 0 to 3, which summarizes
the technical and security levels of
each component. Network
Optimizer: Optimize your network
infrastructure, including servers,
workstations, and other devices, for
optimal performance and efficiency.
The Network Optimizer measures
the performance of hardware and
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software in the network and helps
you increase the performance of the
network. Network Troubleshooting:
Perform troubleshooting for issues in
the network. The Network
Troubleshooter provides a complete
troubleshooting and emergency
repair tool for your network.
Network Troubleshooter can repair
network hardware, software, or even
operating systems. Network
Statistics: Keep track of your
network's bandwidth, traffic, and
other key statistics. Config
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System Requirements:

Nvidia Geforce 9500 and AMD HD
4800 (PCI Express 2.0) OS:
Windows XP, Vista Processor: 2.0
GHz Memory: 1 GB Hard Disk: 30
GB Video Card: 512 MB Antivirus:
The client installation will
automatically generate a program to
be installed for you. It will update
the antivirus. All the files will be
included in the patch which will be
sent to you automatically. Other:Spoiler:
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